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ABSTRACT
There has been a long history of applying AI technologies to ad-
dress software engineering problems especially on tool automation.
On the other hand, given the increasing importance and popular-
ity of AI software, recent research efforts have been on exploring
software engineering solutions to improve the productivity of de-
veloping AI software and the dependability of AI software. The
emerging field of intelligent software engineering is to focus on
two aspects: (1) instilling intelligence in solutions for software en-
gineering problems; (2) providing software engineering solutions
for intelligent software. This extended abstract shares perspectives
on these two aspects of intelligent software engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emerging field of intelligent software engineering has two
aspects of denotation: intelligent [software engineering] and [intel-
ligent software] engineering. Intelligent [software engineering] (i.e.,
intelligence in software engineering) concerns about instilling in-
telligence in solutions for software engineering problems, with (but
not limited to) AI technologies. [Intelligent software] engineering
(i.e., software engineering for intelligent software) concerns about
providing software engineering solutions for intelligent software.
We next elaborate these two aspects with examples.

Intelligence in Software Engineering. There has been a long
history of applying AI technologies to address software engineer-
ing problems [1], often with some common goals of making tool
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automation for software engineering more effective. In our perspec-
tive, we advocate the research community to step back (from just
simply applying AI technologies) and explore instilling intelligence
in software engineering solutions, with AI technologies and other
technologies (such as program analysis). Example open research
questions are how to define or determine levels of intelligence in
software engineering solutions, how to bring high levels of intelli-
gence in software engineering solutions, and how to synergically
integrate machine intelligence and human intelligence (e.g., domain
knowledge or insight) to effectively tackle challenging software
engineering problems. In addition, we advocate the research com-
munity to investigate whether assumptions made by the proposed
intelligent solutions are valid in software engineering practices,
e.g., the representativeness of the training data used for machine
learning is sufficient for real practices [7].

Software Engineering for Intelligent Software. Insufficient
confidence on the safety and control of intelligent software limits
the deployment scope of intelligent software in the real world [2].
In addition, security of AI software has been an increasing concern,
motivating recent active research on adversarial machine learn-
ing [4, 5]. To assure dependability of intelligent software, software
testing techniques have been commonly used in practice, yet where
test oracles are a well-known challenge [3, 6].
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